TIME
9.45
10-10.15
10.20-11.10

DEAF

INTERPRETERS
Registrations & Morning Tea
Welcome
Session 1: TBC
Session 1: Michelle Ashley & Ryan Gook
What can I ask for in my NDIS plan?
Role space in NDIS settings
Differences between core, capacity and capital The NDIS means deaf people can access interpreters
budgets with examples. Share tips for how to for a wide range of settings, including social and family
explain and justify requests.
events. Some bookings may even take place in deaf
people’s homes. How do you maintain appropriate
boundaries in these scenarios? We will explore the
concept of role space.

11.10 – 12.00

Session 2: TBC
Becoming NDIS registered

Session 2: Alex Jones & finance expert
To register or not register

Here we will talk about the deaf eco-system. The
NDIS is not just about deaf people receiving
packages, but gaining meaningful employment
as an NDIS registered business.

Interpreters often ask how to price their services if
booked directly. There’s a lot more to it than an hourly
rate
–
have
you considered
insurances,
superannuation, tax, cancellation policies or working
conditions? What are some other things you need to
consider before making the decision to register as a
NDIS provider?

12.00 – 1.00
1.00 – 2.00

Session 3: TBC
Knowing your rights

Lunch
Session 3: Alex Jones
Interpreting the planning meeting.

Deaf Victoria explain your rights according to the What is the goal of the NDIS planning meetings and
NDIS philosophy of choice and control. We will questions? How do we effectively interpret the
also differentiate what mainstream services are meaning in the questions?
still obliged to provide in line with the DDA.
This session will also cover off tips on how to
engage with service providers - deaf or hearing –
and how to give feedback if you are dissatisfied
with the service.

